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. •'I I LR LN T stereot ypes about the traditional role of Muslim women 
, 1n the West. Village women are seen as subjected to men and 
,·d to a life of unremitting labour, while townswomen are hidden 
<their veils and confined in the home to a feminine world where men 

. ~-ntrude. The difference between the two is bridged by a third stereo
\ ill \ time applied to nomad women, particularly those of Afghanistan. 
! hW unveiled faces and their open-air life , they t?ive an impression of 

· 'i ll and self-assurance lacking in women of the towns and villages. 
i ~~ .: all stereotypes these are over-simplifications and in many cases 
,·.!cli ng. It was largely with the aim of finding out more of the realities 
: ,. 1\fghan nomad woman's life, that I accompanied my husband in 

"72 in an ethnographic field study of Durrani Pashtuns in Northern 
•.• nl , tan .* 
l~:c Pashtuns, or Pathans, form an ethnic group of some fifteen million 
.'k half of whom live within the frontiers of Afghanistan, the rest 
nc in Pakistan. Of the Afghan Pashtuns perhaps the best known are 
' of the Durrani tribal confederation from whom the rulers of the 

. :;:1n state have been drawn since its inception in the mid-eighteenth 
u; ~ The tradit i':>nal Durrani homeland lies in the southwest of the 
'i t r\, from Kandahar to Farah. Begining in the 1880's, it became 
~; n ment policy to encourage Pashtun nomads, particularly Durranis, 
•ni gra te to the north where they were to provide the first line of an 

· · '•- ~ n defence against the Russian approach in Central Asia. The area 
'! , uf Herat and the steppes of Afghan Turkistan were underpopulated 

, uit able for both cultivation and pastoralism and by the early 
· :d.:, of this century, many thousands of nomads had successfully 

· · :, ,,\l'll there, some to settle as farmers. 
Uur fi eld study was based on the Saripul region of Jauzjan province in 

: north-central part of the country. Saripul itself is a market town and 
·· : 'eat of a sub-governor (Hakim or Wuluswal) whose jurisdiction officially 
:•.: ,·nJ, over 4,000-5,000 square miles of very rough country inhabited by an 
,. ,,a: Lally mixed population of some !50,000 souls. In the northern foot-· 
· " :tnd steppes Uzbeks are numerically dominant, while in the mountain 

· ' Field research in Afghanistan was financed by the Social Science Research 
: I . . nei l and sponsored by the School of Oriental and African Studies. 
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valleys to the south Aimaks and Hazaras are the main settled populat 1111• 

Pashtuns, less than 25% of the population of the region, are concentral\:, 
in the north where they are chiefly represented by members of the lshaqt.t 
Durrani tribe, some fourteen sub-tribes of which have winter quarters an. 
villages in Jauzjan province, mostly in the vicinity of Saripul town. Tht· 
region as a whole is dominated politically and economically by member. 
of this group. 

Nowadays these Durrani groups vary widely in both situation :n~ 
character. A number comprise almost exclusively tent-dwelling pastw: 
nomads, based on the dry hill-steppe to the west of Saripul: other> :1· 
similarly tent-dwelling but have their winter quarters along the edge oft 
Saripul river valley and do some dry-farming, while yet others l;~, 

acquired fertile agricultural land in the river valley itself and have 1: 

become semi-sedentary. It was one of these half-settled, half-nomad • 
tribes, with both extensive irrigated lands and large flocks, that we c · 
to study. 

Durrani households are based on the ideal of the extended family: . 
should not become independent of their father while he is alive. H" 
holds, indeed, often comprise several married couples, a father an.' 
married sons, or a group of married brothers. Larger households com1 
ly have both farmland and livestock, and can, when necessary, suhc:' 
into smaller units during part of the year. In winter most of the 2011 
households of the sub-tribe live in the winter villages and only a few c." 
stay in the nearby steppe pastures with the animals. Then by early \1.· 
when the pastures have become green following the winter rains, me 
the villagers move out to camp in groups of four or five tents, to sup,·· 
the lambing, milking and shearing. Spring is the busiest and most pic.: 
season of the economic year. 

Some of the sheep are raised and sold for meat, but most arc '· 
Karakul breed, whose lambs produce Astrakhan or Persian lam!' 
These pastoralists are thus involved m one of Afghanistan's major,. 
activities. Lambing begins in early March and is the concern of men 
slaughter the male lambs and dress and market their skins. For ''' · 
lambing marks the onset of the milking season. They milk the cwc· '· 
day; most of the milk, which is always heated and turned into yogu: 
is churned in a skin hanging in typical nomad style beneath a tripod 
may later convert the curds into clarified butter or ghee, and usc the·· 
for a variety of products, the most important of which is kurur, t)r 
whey-balls, which can be stored and then reconstituted months latc1 
men also shear all the sheep, but as they consider the wool of the , 
fleeces to be too long, coarse and dirty for domestic use, they sell it tot· 
based merchants to provide additional income for the pastoral hnthc' 

For children, unlike their parents, the plea~ure~ of the spring ,, 
are not tempered by hard work and they are often seen gambolling'"' 
steppe hillsides with the flocks of ewe-lambs they sometimes herd. Or· 
go on expeditions through th, tall grasses collecting great bouquet 
flowers or tasty herbs. Like the adults, they relish their escape fron1 
confines of the mud-brick winter villages and they play 'tent', m;~h 
miniature tents compiete with all the furnishings for their dolls. Boy';:: 
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• 1;, play together until puberty, but by the age of seven or eight a 
; .· :Jbour between the sexes begins to emerge. Child-rearing practices 

1 ,·r\ relaxed and few demands are made of young children, who 
. 11; 0 st entirely from example. Girls of eight or nine have mastered 
~li,i 1 ments of spinning or bread-making, while boys of a similar age 
~-. 1 ny opportunities to accompany the men on their herding round: 

In May, when the hot sun has dried the steppe grasses and begun· 
: . n the pastures into desert, the past ora lists and their animals must 
1 , :he 200 households of the sub-tribe some two-thirds return to the 

~_., in summer to supervise agricultnral activities, while the 
· tites begin the long migration to the central part of the country to j 

,hcep in the summer pastures, returning to Saripul only in August 
·: .:m ber. 
i he migration trail is 200 miles long and is covered in 20 to 25 s 

· nomads move mostly at night, setting off at any time after .. ~~ .. ~~>'~~."'''··" 
·.nding on the phase of the moon and the character of the terrain. 

1 camp soon after day-break, for the heavy-laden camels tire qui 
·:~· morning sun. The nomads must carry with them all their supplies~ .·c .. cv ... ,"'"' 

f,Jr everybody, rice and tea for the better-off, an.d salt for the animals.\ 
may be enticed to buy small luxuries such as sugar and sweets, or·' : 

cntals like soap, from opportunist traders along the first part of the: '.; 
These shops are the last the nomads will see until their return to 

:;uJ in nearly four months time. 
~he mountain ranges of the region run from east to west. The principal ... 
. carve deep gorges through them as they flow northwards into Turkis~ ·. ,:.:·>;F 
fhc nomads move up these narrow and often spectacular valleys}·., . ::·-r;:~ :·. 

,·,, -..:~·· 

'1~ the ruins of forts and caravanserais which once served ancient· · .·:: ~· 
...... :~· 

· routes. Some five or six stages from their spring encampments, they · • · ··"· 
the last Uzbek villages and enter the first 1najor gorge of the trail, .... ~:~·-~:: 

hen they feel they have left their Saripul homeland (watan) and begun ' :·/. 
:tgration proper. After this. virtually every valley along the route is :·-w~. · 
:ted by members of yet a different ethnic group: Aimaks, Tajiks, · :~;.y 
r.t '· Some of these people arc semi-nomadic like the Durranis, but -:c··· ·<.~~j~, ~ :." :·;-
•.! of following a long migration to find summer pasturage for their 
. they move only one or two stages between the valley floor, where 
·1r ·,dlages and irrigated cultivation. and nearby mountain plateaux ' 
· they spend the summer in round felt-covered tents of the Central 
type. quite ditTcrent from the angular goat-hair tents of the Pashtuns; 

:c·,e mountain villagers are unanimous in their hostile view of the 
•Ill nomads. whom they see as intruders into their valleys and thieves 
.-,passers on local crop~ and pastures. Village women from respectable 
_,, have no contact with the nomad women: they do not visit the 
•n their camps, nor arc they visited by them. Poorer women, however, 

it<hC such as elderly widows without sons to sunport them, do enter 
"ilads' camp to barter local produce like walnuts, dried fruit or even 

.. I dishes, for wool. of which there is a chronic shortage in these moun
':c·a,. For the nomad women. such contacts with the lowest stratum 
·local community only serve to reinforce their convictions of superior-

. h·it-vis the other ethnic groups through whose territories they pass. 
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Indeed, they tend to class all non-Pashtu-speakers together as 'Uzbek\' 
which is wildly inaccurate and insulting to all those concerned. It is notabl; 
that in this respect the Pashtun women's stereotypes of themselves and the,~ 
;;ulture are far more rigid and hierarchical than are those of their menfol~ 
whose wider-ranging economic activities and visits to the Saripul marL: 
e~able them to form a more realistic picture of the relative status an.: 
.C,onomic standing of members of other ethnic communities. Afgh 2, 

Persian (Dari) is the lingua franca of the Saripul region, and inter-ethn,. 
contacts of all kinds take place in that language, in which all Pashtun lll c; 

::tnd most women are quite fluent. 
As they enter a new campsite, the men settle the camels and the wn n: . . 

begin to put the baggage in order, while the guard dogs of each housrh, , 
often fight to establish their respective territories for the day. The tent·· J:. 
normally erected, though perhaps in a diminished form, to give protect ~> ·· 
from the sun especiaHy during the morning nap taken by one and all . " · 
they are struck again at dusk so that they can be more easily loaded in 1'. 
dark. In contrast with the rigours of the journey itself, the daily stop, ,, . 
a time of relative leisure for women. While men may have to tra \c l · 
nearby villages to seek out fodder for the pack camels, the women !u 
few domestic duties to perform, apart from baking bread for the next .! . 
Even washing clothes, which can only happen when a householt: h. 
camped near running water- an unusual and delightful situation in it ,,.·. 
becomes a pleasant diversion rather than an onerous chore. 

During the spring migration, camp groups of usually no more 1i 
five families move together. And they move quickly, never stopping n1. · 
than one day at any stage. On the one hand they are anxious to reach ; 
summer pastures and resume milking, and on the other the crop' .! 

pasturage of the narrow mountain valleys are jealously guarded h' .· 
villagers. Fodder for the pack animals is liable to be very scarce. and · 
camp leader must exercise keen judgement each day to find a suitahk · · 
without creating an unpleasant incident with the local people. Heading c-. 
southward toward their proper summer pastures, the nomads have to,·,, . 
three passes of 10,000-12,000 feet between different valleys ; on the r '"· 
and indeed on the mountain plateaux, camps and grazing would be r.1· 
to find, but it is far too cold for the nomads at this season. The herd ~ . i• 
ever, each numbering some 600 head of sheep and goats, move sepa r. 1'. 
from the family caravans. Two or sometimes three shepherds take ,. · 
herd on a more direct route over the mountain ridges where grazing is , .. 
plentiful and the sheep have more time to use it. This is an important ;t·i'
of the economics of the migration, but the households making the t1c L. 
thus deprived of milk products from their animals during that t ime : in,:. 
their diet during this month consists almost entirely of bread and IC;I ! 
one or two camps where the caravans and the flocks meet take on a k ·• 
air. The animals are milked and each housewife sends bowls of milk' ' '· 
to her neighbours. On one other occasion the nomads with wlwn• 
travelled had milk durmg the migration. By chance they happened to' .: 
on the milking ground of a local Tajik village. After much jokin~ · · 
cajolery, the nomad women persuaded the Tajiks to give them smalllw 
of milk for their families, and this done, the women all repaired to a nca r·· 
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hillside to take advantage of this rare opportunity to get to know wom;h of 
a different ethnic group on equal terms. They proceeded as might~ny ·. 
anthropologist, asking each other a series of questions to discover ~ their~. 
respective statuses - questions about their husband's wealth, about ··tlte 

4 

numbers and sex of their children, whether they had co-wives and so on~ :-;;, 

1nd soon common feminine interests emerged and a pleasant afternoon; § 
" as spent by aJf. ,·...,-r 

As the nomads move higher and higher into the central mountains, th~:;:1l 
:uce of the migration appears to accelerate with their anticipation of the:.:~ 
:· nd of the trek and arrival in the summer pastures. The days become cooler:::::: 
.tnd moves are more likely to last into the morning, allowing the nomads to f: 
.!J'rreciate the awesome country through which they pass. Moreover the '? 
,w!!es themselves become increasingly demanding. For the easier stages the. "".~ 
h,,~sewife herself can usually manage to guide the five or six camels of the .f. 
h,nJsehold caravan from the top.ofthe leading camel, but later, as the terrain ,_ .. , 
:,,.,omes more rugged, the men stay close by. Loads shift or even fall off, $ 
.t ncl the women are often obliged to walk and lead the caravan on foot. _;, 
ikacause of the difficulties of these later stages of the migration, women. · 
.1 lll • are pregnant or nursing prefer to remain in the Saripul villages in 
-unHner; but most women are thriJied by the scenery, the ringing camel- · .. 
"e ll' and the prospect of unexpected adventures which the migration {;1 

·:f,,rds. Ultimately, however, the decision about who goes on the migra- •· 
: ,, ,n is taken by men. For example, in a hoi.Jsehold composed of two 
hJ- ,,t hers and their families , the men may agree to take the flocks to the 
"l•'untains in alternate years, every other year remaining behind to super
., '' ~ the farming activities; or they effect a more or less permanent division 
.. ,. labour between them, one brother specializing as pastoral nomad, the '· 
·· tiler as settled farmer. ,_. 

·\fter crossing the third high pass the nomads reach their pastures in 
· •1: Hazarajat. Their migration has the character of a pilgrimage, for along 
:h e· route are numerous shrines, each believed to have curative powers, for 

•:nen's ailments in particular. The arrival in the summer pastures is also 
·1:1rked by an important shrine, the grave of a distant ancestor. 

Life in summer quarters soon settles into a routine. The camps are very 
·nail . often consisting of only one or two households associated with a 
: n~lc herd. For the women this is a lonely and exhausting time of the year. 
I hL· nomads insist that they take their families to the mountains only for 
'Jc· 'ake of the milk and wool products which are made there; as in spring, 
:;."~ are women' s concern. Every day for at least a month they milk the 
'• ,·cp, churn the yogurt, make kurut and put aside the curds. Then one 

c· ning, after a "harvest" supper, a festive meal for which the tent is hung 
1:h flowers and herbs and other items which remind the nomads of the 

· i! king season, the housewife sends everyone out of the tent to sleep else
hnc for the night and she begins to boil the great cauldrons of curds, to 
.t rify them and transform them into ghee. It is said that the curds must not 

""' r the sound of a human voice during thi s night or they will catch fire and 
·he tent will burn down. In the morning she measures the ghee as she pours 
1 1nto storage skins, then proudly sends bowls of the newly-made ghee 
:,)und to the neighbouring households and receives congratulations on 
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every side. Women often recall the summers they have spent m t\ 1 

mountains by the number of skins of ghee they filled. 
Meanwhile, the men shear the sheep a second time, and this time th, 

softer, shorter and cleaner wool is kept for domestic purposes. Once the 
milking season is over, the women make felts: they beat the wool \\'II! 

long rods to tease it, then spread it on a cloth or rug, dampen it down an 
roll it with their arms until it has been pressed into felt. Small felts, oftc· 
elaborately decorated with designs in coloured wool, are made for ever. 
day use as rugs, blankets or shepherd's cloaks. A housewife, working alo;·. 
or with only the help of her own children, may make up to ten such fe' 
in as many days- a truly back-breaking labour! 

When felt-making is finished, the small summer camps congregatt: · 
preparation for the return migration to Saripul. The herds stay a furtl· 
month or so in the mountains with the shepherds, until the first frosb 
autumn drive them back down to the steppes of Turkistan. 

The women say the return migration is like a party: the hard work 
the summer is finished, and they look forward to the return to Saripul ;1' 

reunion with the rest of their family. The leisurely pace of this migra11 
coincides with their mood. The mountain villagers have harvested tl: 
crops, and their hostility towards the nomads is consequently lessen•. 
and there are now stubble fields where the nomads can camp and t I: 
pack camels graze. Larger groups move together now, sometimes 20 l<' 

households, and when they camp near abundant water, they are like!; 
stop for two or three days between stages. Here the women find tin11 
make the large black felts, sometimes fifteen or twenty feet square. wh 
are an important item of a bride's trousseau. Ten or tifteen women \\• 
together on such felts, and after a summer of isolation now revel in 
conviviality and gossip provided by these felting bees and the festive 111 

of meat and rice provided by the woman whose wool is being work 
These camps are often visited by both men and women villagers who ·.
wool in exchange for various pot-herbs, nuts, brown sugar and, best of 
fresh apricots which have just ripened in the local village orchard~. A\ 
nomads descend ever lower towards Turkistan, the apricot harvest !!·· 
way to grapes and melons. The succession of delicious fruits sets the t 
of the return migration. 

Among those who have remained in the villages during the summr: 
is the men rathenthan the women who are active, and it is only they ' 
are directly involved in agricultural activities. In the last few decade' 
population of the Saripul valley has increased rapidly. The Durrani ' 
tribe with whom we stayed had only recently begun to realize the vah1· 
the irrigated farmland which they had acquired cheaply soon after tl 
arrival. They now farm it intensively, growing wheat and barley, mel· 
fodder, and a variety of cash crops like cotton, sesame and linseed. 

Nowadays almost every household has a mud-brick house. l . 
married woman is expected to have her own separate room, but harm 
among all sections of the household is highly valued. Its presence 01 

scncc i~ much commented on by outsiders, who point up the numbe 1 

separate hearths, who cooks bread for whom. who cats with whom . 
so forth. Men and women always eat separately, but a household wh. 
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.:11 men and all women eat together is much praised, while one in which 
,-;tch woman cooks for her immediate family is deemed ridiculous. Separate 
. ,,oking pots are a sign of incipient household division. 

Village life has introduced few changes into the nomads' material 
.ulture. For example the local non-Pashtun villagers have spinning-wheels, 
, .. ooden cradles, earthen bread-ovens and pottery milk-churns, but the 
·c·ttled Pashtuns continue to spin by hand, to rock their infants in ham
<~lllcks. to bake their bread on the flat hearth-griddle, and a housewife 
.\ 11h a cow and milk during the summer continues to churn the milk in a 
-~in hung from a tripod.lndeed the most important change seems to be that 

:1 weaving of tent-cloth and other materials is now done in the villages. 
i he Pashtun women's conservatism in material culture appears to be 
.·lated to their lack of contact with respectable women of other ethnic 
"llUps from whom they might be prepared to borrow customs appropriate 
, village life. 

Summer in the villages brings unpleasant insects and often intense heat 
· nc Pashtuns say that when they lirst arrived in Turkistan they refused to 
:\·in the steppes during the summer, for they were sure they would die. 
•r the women it is also a season of relative inactivity. With all this, it is 
:time when women are most likely to express dissatisfaction with their lot. 

·nc of their most striking disabilities, in this intensely religious society, 
:he reservation of the village mosques for the men. But women do not 
nplain of this, rather they agree with the reasons men give for it. More
:r they do h<LVC an alternative road to religious experience, for it is they, 
her than the men, who most often visit local shrines-the graves of martyrs 
!wly men or places remembered as having been visited by heroes of 

·nni Islam. Each shrine is believed to have special powers to heal physi-
wmplaints and remedy misfortunes. but pilgrimages to them often 

· • c a picnic atmosphere. Th.e most celebrated of the local shrines is a day's 
.:,c-back journey from the village, ami a woman who has freed herself 
·Ill her domestic round for the trip has indeed cause for celebration. 

'.tny misfortunes arc attributed to jinns, spirits that attack and possess 
•:ncn in particular- one in three of all women arc said to have been 
.,e,sed at some time in their life. Posse~sion is usually known only through 
·illness said to result from it, but some women, especially those who suffer 
11<: \Ocial mi~fortune such as childlessness, an unloving husband, or a 
'>ife, fall into violent !its, during which their jinn is said to speak or cry 
f'its may well be brought on by a visit to a shrine, which has the power 

'\l>rcize the spilit concerned. Kinsfolk <md neighbours are especially 
· .1tous of women who have had such fits, and this attention, if not 
ll.tlly ameliorating the woman's condition, may help to reconcile her to it. 
I or women, the principal goal in life is a successful marriage with a 
·ng husband and many sons. More generally, marriage is the focus of a 
:t many of the economic and political pursuit:-. of these people, and it 
. dve,, moreover, the mmt cl<Lhoratc of the ritual activities in which they 
'tgc. lndccu weuuing cclcbratiom are the high points of their year. 
!'here are t\\0 main seasons lor weuuings. ~pring and autumn, differing 

:nly in the scale oft he festivities possible. In spring, when people are busy 
· h pastoral activities and scattereu in herding camps throughout the 
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pastures, weddings are smaller, rarely attended by more than a few hundrt· ~ 
people; in autumn, a slack period of the year, weddings in the villages m;•. 
be attended by a thousand guests or more. The most spectacular are th0,, 
where bride and groom are from different camps or villages. On the C\·. 

of the wedding day, family friends gather in the groom's camp or court
yard to dance until long after midnight - men and women in separa:,· 
circles. Then on the morning of the wedding day men of the groom's parL 
leave for the bride's home, followed by a splendid procession of womc;, 
dressed in all their finery and riding camels also suitably bedecked. Agai: 
men's and women's dancing circles form; men also engage in shooting, 
riding or other kinds of competitions. Older women repair to the tent , · 
room where the bride is secluded and examine her trousseau, which comi · 
of clothing, jewellery and household effects of all kinds; her trousseau 
indeed literally known as her "house'' and consists of all those things ' 
will need to start her married life in her husband's family. 

The bride's father is entitled to demand and usually receives a l:1' 
brideprice. Amounts of one lac of Afghanis (worth £500 in 1971- 721 
100 sheep are common. The more he receives the greater will be 1 

trousseau he is expected to return with his daughter. The accumulation :1· 
exchange of this wealth between the two families may take several ye.• 
Once the final payments are in sight the couple may, after appropriate ritu 
surreptitiously begin sleeping together- the groom visits his bride at nig· 
This part of the engagement period is known as the "game·· (ha::i) an.' 
often regarded by both men and women as the best time in their live, 

The wedding feast is prepared by a professional cook hired for ' 
occasion, and served in two relays, tirst to men and then to women. A<.! 
bride is dressed in her wedding finery she is expected to weep at this hi~·' 
emotional crisis; but distress at leaving her own family to join her husb:ln 
is often tempered by real affection for him. Afier the feast is over. ' 
trousseau is displayed, item by item, outside the bride's room or 1c 

while the women guests sing standardized wedding songs. It is impori 
to the prestige of both families that the trousseau should he impressiv,· 
both extent and quality, and the songs chosen quickly tell the princir 
if they have failed in this respect. Then the groom is dressed in wi 
clothing and sent off home, the trousl-.eau is loaded on to a waiting caL 
and finally the bride,, wearing a white veil, is brought out, seated 
another camel and led away after her husband. 

The final ceremony of the wedding takes place a year or so later. ''I 
the bride visits her original home, now as an established married won• 
whose allegiances lie entirely with her husband's family. Divorce is leg:• 
permitted, but never practised by these Pa!>htuns. Husbands and wive-.,. 
often devoted to each other, and well aware of their interdependence in: 
household. Yet for neither men nor women is marriage a success with• 
children, especially sons, who will continue their line and support tl: 
parents in their old age. For a woman, only if she has sons, who in t h· 
turn marry and bring brides into her home, can she gain some freedom fr, 
domestic duties to complement the freedom from child-rearing brought ' 

~ middle-age. These freedoms together give a woman, for the first tinw 
~ her life, an opportunity to become a real force in community affairs. 



r RESPONSIBILITY FOR DEVELOP~~~ 
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John Staley is employed by Oxfam, and lives in Bangalore. Until recently 
he was Oxfam's representative in South India and Sri Lanka. He is now 
engaged in various programmes for training and education in develop
ment. He previously travelled and studied in parts of Central Asia, and 
has lectured to the Society on several occasions. 

Do anything _vou want in this village, so long as you don't try to change 
anything. - Village leader, speaking to a development worker. 

Introduction 

Many aid and development agencies, both national and international, 
. trge and small, are questioning their earlier assumptions and reconsider
'lg their roles. This mood of introspection is found also among the volun
.:ry agencies, including both those at work in various places in India, and 
iiC foreign (i.e. non-Indian) fund-raising agencies which help to finance 

'!tat work. 1 

Many of these agencies, Indian and foreign, took the plunge into 
development work" during the furore over the drought in Bihar during 

, •166 and 1967. Now, a decade later, it is becoming clear that the expecta
<<lfls of that time were unrealistic. More loans for wells do not necessarily 
·,,d to more water for irrigation. More water for irrigation does not neces
•rily mean more food for the poor. More aid does not necessarily lead to 
·,•re development. The Garden of Eden, whose creation one agency 
presentative foretold, h<s not materialized. With the benefit of hindsight 
c <.:an see that there was insufficient understanding of the realities of the 
·ciety and culture in which the agencies were operating. There is also the 
';litigating" fact that, during the decade since 1967, the conventional 
1derstanding of "development" has itself changed greatly. Much of the 
. •rk that was started as development during the euphoria of the late 
•r10s can now be categorized as the provision of services. Examples are 
,,. programmes for sinking wells, for agricultural extension and for the 
•provement of community health. Such work is now contrasted with 

1 cal development", in which the people themselves take charge of their 
·.1 n affairs by becoming the "subjects of their destiny" rather than its 
"ic<.:ts. 2 

A four-day meeting was held recently in Tamilnad, South India, to 
•cus on some of these matters. 3 The particular theme of the meeting was 
Responsibility for Development". We know that in many development 
:ogrammes (irrespective of their content) the objectives of the programme 

:<l not become the concern of the people actually involved, but remain the 
171 
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